INTERNATIONAL WORKERS DAY: MAY 1
HONORING LABOR’S MARTYRS PAST AND PRESENT

12:30 pm Gather at San Mateo and Central
12:45 pm March
Followed by community meal at Yale Park 2:30 pm to dusk

In 1887, four Chicago anarchists were executed; a fifth cheated the hangman by killing himself in prison. Three more were to spend 6 years in prison. May Day became an international workers day to remember their sacrifice.

They were framed on false charges. In the months prior to this date, workers in the thousands were drawn into the struggle for the shorter day. Skilled and unskilled, black and white, men and women, native and immigrant were all becoming involved.

Today May Day celebrates so much more, we mark the 10th Anniversary of the 2006 Gran Paro/Great Boycott for immigrant and worker rights. We support ongoing struggles of farmworkers, food and service workers, teachers and students.

We stand with our fellow workers here and across the globe in solidarity to uplift the working class and to live in harmony with the Earth.

A joint effort of ABQ IWW, Black Rose / Rosa Negra - ABQ, La Raza Unida Organizing Committee of NM, unOccupyABQ